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Faster Payments
One Critical Link in the Payments Value Chain
Being charged with shaping and building payments strategies within a financial institution is one of the most challenging roles in the industry today. The trifecta of
tension – regulation, customer demand and legacy systems – builds pressure within the walls of an institution. Meanwhile, a seemingly endless army of bold, new
market entrants batter the walls of the castle.
Instantaneous, transparent and yes, even free, are words being used to describe requirements in payments. These requirements are no longer simply asked for; they
are expected. The rules for payments innovation are changing; that’s for sure. The challenge – and opportunity – facing a financial institution is to translate an
informed, future, global view tactically. Here are some things to consider.
IS FAST PASSÉ?
Let’s face it. We must assume that the speed of payment technology will continue to increase until eventually the transfer of funds becomes instantaneous globally.
More than 20 countries now have various flavors of faster payments. In the United States (the largest payments market of all), the Federal Reserve has assembled a
19member industry task force with the yearend 2016 goal of identifying an approach, or approaches, for implementing a ubiquitous, faster payments capability.
Although the timetables around the globe vary, instantaneous payments are coming. Prepare for that.
Some industry experts – particularly those situated globally – have moved past discussing fast and on to the conversation of innovation as the key differentiator
ahead.
“Speed gets a lot of attention in the emerging interbank payment systems and there is certainly justification for this, yet creating endcustomer value is always the
prime objective,” says Warren Gardiner, a payments strategist with FIS™.
Convenience, security, universal access, scalability, financial inclusion of previously unbanked populations, adoption of international standards, enhanced
remittance capacity for B2B transactions and low cost are just some of the other important characteristics of emerging interbank payment systems, according to
Gardiner. Although speed is certainly important, it is one of several requirements of advanced payment systems.
32 FLAVORS AND THEN SOME
FIS’ recent study comparing international payment systems, entitled “Flavors of Fast,” offers a new and comprehensive hierarchy of criteria to help financial
institutions analyze and plan payment technology strategies. The Fast Payment Innovation (FPI) Index© incorporates an array of emerging, critical areas that should
be addressed by countries and companies developing their own systems. This new view of assessment assigns value to addressing consumer demands and
positioning oneself for future innovation.
Gardiner explains, “The FPI Index was crafted to measure which countries are nascent in the world of fast payments and which countries are positioned to adapt
quickly to the innovation that will potentially link with other countries in a move toward a globally efficient payment system.”
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IMPLEMENTING INFINITY
Rolling out new payment systems is not a minor task. The electronic payment systems designed for banks in previous decades can no longer serve a society where
devices with enormous computing power are literally in the hands of most individuals. That is for certain. And yet, a program to deliver the depth of change necessary
has implications for every aspect of a payment system’s design, development, implementation, maintenance and customer service. The checklists of activities that
must continue consistently and advance seamlessly include, but are not limited to:
Detection of realtime fraud and money laundering
Sophisticated routing decisioning
Automation of exception management processes
Flexibility to meet changing regulatory requirements
The reliability and scalability to ensure 24/7/365 service.
This type of transformation is not for the faint of heart.
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“...WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS”
According to FIS research, the development of a domestic payment system that is worthy of an FPI Index rating of five is a multistage process ─ best achieved by
partnering with experienced payment subject matter experts. A financial institution’s senior management must be very clear that it will be necessary to adopt a multi
year plan that involves a current state assessment, a target operating model and a road map defining stages and deliverables of program.
Capco Payments Partner, Tommy Marshall shares, “Partnership is essential. Programs of this complexity, involving competing stakeholders with differing priorities,
makes the implementation of an optimal, viable solution all the more difficult.” Marshall reports, “My clients tell me that an experienced partner is valuable in steering
conversations and work efforts around previous lessons learned and providing credibility and objectivity outside organizational silos.”
The industry is proving that much can be achieved when all stakeholders cooperate in true partnership.. When shaping future payments systems, it takes a village.
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